Art In Motion: Vision and Verse

Nov 17-18
Trojan Center Theater
Asphalt Flowers

‘For the children, they mark, and the children, they know, the place where the sidewalk ends’
“Where the Sidewall Ends”-Shel Silverstein
Choreographer: Christina Cervone
Light Design: Christina Cervone
Music: “Wake up, Moving On”-Kevin Penkin,
“Faded Reflection”-Hugar, “Sun (Instrumental)–Sleeping at Last
Cast: Ireland Clayton, Ellie Flowers, Alex Folkes,
Taylor Griffith, Carsyn Harris, Morgan Jensen,
Sarah Sinclair, Elizabeth Smith, Ryan Tucker
Understudies: Amber Cayce, Holly Winchester

Simplest Form

“Flowers never show their beauty,
Yet everyone is attracted to see
Beauty is not for the exhibition,
But be simple and attractive.”
“Beauty of Simplicity”-Norbu Dorji
Choreographer: Alex Folkes
Light Design: Ireland Clayton
Cast: Mary Elizabeth Adams Katie Bozeman, Jasmin Aranda,
Ceara Calton, Antonio Christian, Gabby Deaton, Ashton Fisher,
Teniyah Ginyard, Taylor Griffith, Carsyn Harris, Grayson Harris,
Ashley Hood, Gracie Smith, Ethan Tyler, Libby Wiley
Understudies: Rayne Duhart-Abrams, Madison Alward, Sarah
Francis

Our Capacity

“Because you now have me.”
“ We Think We Know Them”-Alan Walsh
Choreographers: Taylor Griffith, Emily Ward
Light Design: Mary Elizabeth Adams
Music: “Brushstrokes”-Matt Emory, “Katrina”-Steven
Price
Cast: Christina Cervone, Hadley Clayton, Jaala Hall,
Julia Huskey, Elizabeth Smith
Understudies: Amber Cayce, Ellie Flowers, Ethan
Tyler
Human/ Nature

“ My mind has thunderstorms,
That brood for heavy hours:
My thoughts are dancing flowers
And joyful singing birds.”
“Thunderstorms”-William Henry Davies

Choreographers-Composition and Choreography II:
Antonio Christian, Taylor Griffith, Grayson Harris, Ashley Hood, Morgan Jensen, Anna Grace Johnson, Quintin Moore, Lea Riehl, Sarah Sinclair, Elizabeth Smith, Alina Dunn-Sullivan, Emily Ward
Light Design: Jean Cardwell
Music: “Explosions in a Four Chambered Heart”-Moon
Ate the Dark
Cast: Sarah Francis, Hannah Homan, Mackenzie Leger, Cami Madden, Breanna Rexroad, Gracie Beth Scrushy

False Memoriae

“ I have been here before, but when I cannot tell.”
“Sudden Light”-Dante Gabriel Rosetti
Choreographers: Morgan Jensen, Lea Riehl
Light Design: Ingrid Lieb
Cast: Amber Cayce, Christina Cervone, Ashton Fisher, Jaala Hall, Grayson Harris, Lilah Hodge, Anna Grace Johnson, Malachi Leakes, Mackenzie McMillion, Quintin Moore, Alina Dunn-Sullivan, Ryan Tucker, Ethan Tyler, Holly Winchester, Ketsie Williams
Understudies: Sarah Francis, Ashley Hood

Mortality

“Where the sun gutters from the sky,
where the sea swings in like an iron gate
and we touch. In another country people die.”
My darling, the wind falls in like stones
from the white hearted water and when we touch
we enter touch entirely”
“The Truth the Dead Know”-Anne Sexton
Choreographer: Ethan Tyler
Light Design: Ethan Tyler
Understudies: Katie Bozeman, Ceara Calton, MacKenzie McMillion
Except When You Don’t

“Wherever you fly, you’ll be the best of the best”
Wherever you go, you will top all the rest.
Except when you don’t
Because sometimes you won’t...
On and on you will hike,
And I know you’ll hike far
And face up to your problems
Whatever they are...
And will you succeed?
Yes! You will, indeed!
(98 and ¾ percent guaranteed.)”
“Oh the Places You’ll Go”- Dr. Seuss

Choreographers: Mary Elizabeth Adams, Julia Huskey
Light Design: Julia Huskey
Music: “How to Draw/Petrichor”-The 1975, “17 degrees C”-Whatever the Weather, “Fixing a Hole”-The Beatles
Understudies: Jasmin Aranda, Ashton Fisher, Mackenzie Leger, Gracie Smith
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Upcoming Events

Momentum
February 16-19 & 23-26, 2023
Directed by James Boyd
Trojan Center Theater

Jekyll and Hyde
April 12-18, 2023
Directed by Tommy Newman
Trojan Center Theater